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Chapter 1222: Who’s the female corpse? 

“Hey … Can you guys come down from above?” At this time, a few firefighters came from below the 

yacht. They asked Zhao Yu, who was on the deck,”where’s the ladder?” 

Lin chengye pointed to the side where the yacht and the villa had collided. He meant that the ladder was 

on that side and there was no way to go down now. 

“Then … Can you guys take a look at the place where the house is connected to? is there a way out?” 

The people below asked. 

“Wait … Wait a moment!” Lin chengye didn’t have time to think about anything else, so he quickly asked 

Zhao Yu,”police officer, can you be more specific? what do you mean by seven girls? There were only six 

of them!” 

“F * ck, what good do I get by lying to you?” Zhao Yu was shocked.”There were seven girls ‘bodies in the 

police morgue, and each of them was taken out of a hanging coffin. How could this be wrong?” 

“No… No way?” Lin chengye counted with his fingers and his face was full of disbelief.”How is that 

possible? As for the seventh one, they haven’t even informed me yet!” 

“Let me ask you, what’s the order in which you put the bodies in the hanging coffins?” Zhao Yu asked. 

“In … The order …” Lin chengye thought for a moment and replied,”from left to right … In the end … In 

the end, the highest hanging coffin was left behind, the last one of the Big Dipper!” 

“The highest hanging coffin … Dubhe …” Zhao Yu drew in the air with his finger and said,”that’s female 

corpse number seven! Could it be … You guys didn’t kill female corpse number seven?” 

“What do you mean by female corpse number seven?” Lin chengye was confused.”I only know that 

when we opened each coffin, they were all empty. But we really haven’t had the time to open the 

highest coffin yet! 

“Before this, we’ve only used that ladder for an experiment to verify the height, but we’ve really never 

touched it … 

“Think about it, Yue Yongnian lied to me. The seven Star hanging coffins were all his trick. If he had 

already gathered all seven bodies, he would have probably fled with the money! Where am I supposed 

to find him?” 

That’s right … 

Zhao Yu then remembered that he had the same doubts before. Since all seven bodies had been placed, 

then wouldn’t the scammer have run away long ago? 

How could he wait until the bodies of the hanging coffins were found before running away? 

Could it be that … What Lin chengye said was true? they really had not gotten the seventh body? 

Then … Who could this female corpse number seven be? 



Suddenly, Zhao Yu recalled everything that had happened to the body. 

Female corpse number Seven’s identity had yet to be confirmed, and she was not on the crematorium’s 

list of sparks. 

Female corpse number seven did not have any makeup on, and the color of her clothes was different 

from the other female corpses. 

The most important thing was that Lin chaofeng’s birth characters were not found in female corpse 

number Seven’s clothes. Furthermore, the female corpse produced the most corpse wax … 

This … 

Recalling these details, Zhao Yu was more convinced that female corpse number seven was not from the 

same series as the other six female corpses! 

Then … Who was this girl Yingluo? 

And when was she placed in the hanging coffin? 

“Ah? “So … So it wasn’t a dream …” At this moment, the bathing uncle finally woke up from his dream 

and said to the beautiful women,”so … My … My house … Aiyo … My house!” 

With that, he staggered out of the pool and looked down with his hand on the railing. He was shocked to 

see that he was on a huge yacht. 

Whoosh … 

When the people watching the commotion below saw a naked uncle appear on the yacht, there was an 

uproar. 

“This … This is a yacht?” The uncle, however, was completely unaware and had a dumbfounded look on 

his face.”Is the yacht stranded? But … The beach was right in front! Did you drive in reverse, or …” 

With the uncle’s ruckus, the deck and the surrounding area became lively. 

Lin chengye had no choice but to approach Zhao Yu and say loudly,””Police officer, you have to 

investigate this. I really don’t know what happened to the seventh female body! 

“I’d better wait until I catch Yue Yongnian and ask that son of a B * tch properly!” He shook his head and 

frowned.”Who knows what kind of trick he’s up to this time! 

“Is it because the victory loathing technique is about to end, and he wants to use the corpse to do 

something? 

“For example, when we were preparing to place the last body, we found someone inside the coffin. He 

took the opportunity to fool me into saying that everything was fate, saying that I couldn’t touch my 

sister and so on, and asking me to stop? 

“This cunning guy is too evil …” 

Was it? 



Zhao Yu thought about it carefully, but he felt that it was not what Lin chengye had imagined. The 

seventh hanging coffin was more than 40 meters high. Without Lin chengye’s ladder and cargo ship, 

what would they do? 

If the seventh corpse had nothing to do with Yue Yongnian, then this matter would be of a different 

nature … 

“Mm … Police officer!” Lin chengye said worriedly,”I know I was wrong now. I have told you everything I 

know. I just want to ask, about the seven stars hanging coffins, did I commit a great sin?” 

“Am I … Going to jail?” Lin chengye nervously fumbled around for his phone and said,”if that’s the case, 

I’ll have to contact my lawyer!” 

“There’s something I hope you can understand. I’m also a victim! I was tricked by that bastard Yue 

Yongnian, they are the main culprits …” 

“Leave your words for the police station!” Zhao Yu was still thinking about the problem of female corpse 

number seven, so he immediately told Lin chengye,”Yue Yongnian’s body was not bought, but stolen 

from the crematorium! As the seller, you will definitely not be able to escape punishment!” 

“What? A crematorium?” Lin chengye was shocked.”Are you kidding me? how can a crematorium steal 

corpses?” Wouldn’t the police have found out about it? Were the family members of the deceased 

fools? 

“Police officer, police officer …” He quickly clasped his hands together and begged,”you have to help me. 

Although I spent money to buy the body, I didn’t know where it came from. The guilty one … Is still that 

guy Yue Yongnian …” 

“Stop it, what’s the use of saying this now?” Zhao Yu shook his head.”You still don’t know how to 

repent? If you didn’t have bad intentions, how could you have caused so much trouble? 

“I’m not trying to scare you!” Zhao Yu’s eyes widened.”Based on what you’ve done, I can Sue you for 

murder! Also, do you know how the sixth body suddenly appeared that day? 

“Then it’s very likely that Yue Yongnian was so eager to make money that he deliberately ran over an 

innocent girl with his car!!!” 

“Ah?” Hearing this, Lin chengye felt as if he had been struck by lightning. He clutched his heart and 

collapsed on the deck, mumbling,”impossible … Impossible … Impossible …” 

Di di … 

At that moment, Zhao Yu’s mobile phone rang. After picking up the call, Zeng ke’s excited voice came 

through the phone. 

“Team leader, we’ve caught Yue Yongnian and his gang! There are 10 of them, including those who 

impersonated the police!” 

“Good! That’s great!” Zhao Yu heaved a sigh of relief. 



“But …” Zeng ke said,”I just confirmed that Bai Lang, who was in the crematorium, was not among 

them.” 

“Oh …” Zhao Yu hurriedly ordered,”then quickly ask Yue Yongnian, if he might know where Bai Lang is 

hiding. Also, ask him if he has any other accomplices. If he does, immediately arrest him!” 

Chapter 1223: Is it related to her? 

The sun had finally set over the horizon, and the earth was plunged into darkness. 

As they were worried that the bathing uncle’s Villa could not bear the weight and would collapse, Zhao 

Yu and the others did not enter the house rashly. In the end, they climbed down the yacht safely along 

the rope ladder that the firefighters had brought up. 

The local police officers had been waiting for a long time. As soon as Lin chengye landed, they took him 

to the police car and escorted him to the fu Lai police station. 

Zhao Yu stayed where he was and made a simple handover with the police officers who were in charge 

of handling the accident, explaining the whole story clearly. 

Although the yacht had caused a lot of damage, fortunately, there were no casualties. According to the 

coast police, Lin chengye’s bodyguards, who had jumped into the sea early, were all rescued safely. 

So, regarding the yacht, Zhao Yu had nothing to do with it. 

Zhao Yu found a police car and drove to the fu Lai police station to complete the case. 

As soon as he got in the car, he received the latest news from Zeng ke. 

“Team leader,” Zeng ke reported,”the coast police have already caught the captain of the yacht. Lin 

chengye was right, that man was indeed bribed by Yue Yongnian!” 

“However, they had differences in the implementation of the plan. 

“Yue Yongnian’s original intention was that he was afraid that his plan of pretending to be a police 

officer would fail, so he bribed the captain. 

“When the time comes, if Lin chengye wants to harm them, get the captain to crash the ship onto land 

and create chaos. Then, take the opportunity to escape!” “However, the captain misunderstood,” Zeng 

ke said.”Yue Yongnian’s plan was successful, but the captain was worried that he would be exposed, so 

he locked the steering wheel, abandoned the ship, and escaped! 

“The captain said that he didn’t expect the consequences to be so serious. He almost hit the ship and is 

now scared out of his wits!” 

“Alright, let’s not worry about this for now,” Zhao Yu urged.”I told you to ask about Yue Yongnian, did he 

tell you?” 

“Yes, he admitted that they had conspired to cheat Lin chengye of the hanging coffins,” Zeng ke 

replied.”But, he said that the original design of the seven stars hanging coffins was all Bai Lang’s doing!” 

It’s not Yue Yongnian’s original work!” 



“What? Bai Lang?” Zhao Yu was surprised,”it’s him?” 

“Yes,” Zeng ke said.”The idea was simple, but most of the details were brainstormed by Yue Yongnian 

and the others. 

“This group of people is an experienced fraud organization with an orderly division of labor. Although 

they haven’t been completely confessed to, it shouldn’t be their first time!” 

“What about Bai Lang?” he asked. Zhao Yu asked. 

“Yue Yongnian said that Bai Lang disappeared after the hanging coffins were exposed! They tried to 

contact Bai Lang, but they couldn’t find him!” Zeng ke replied,”at that time, Yue Yongnian and the others 

also wanted to run away, but they were stopped by Lin chengye’s men. That was why they were brought 

to the yacht.” 

“At the moment, Yue Yongnian has provided us with a few possible locations where Bai Lang might be 

heading to. We’ve already sent people to look for him! 

“He also said that his entire gang is still here, and we’ve already caught them all. Only Bai Lang escaped 

…” 

“Oh …” 

For some reason, when Zhao Yu heard the news, he suddenly felt that something was not right. 

“Right, there’s another very important matter that Yue Yongnian has also explained!” “About female 

corpse number six, Geng yaai,” Zeng ke said.”Yue Yongnian said that the girl should have been killed by 

Bai Lang!” 

“Oh? Really?” Although Zhao Yu had already predicted this, he was still shocked by the results. 

“Yes, I am!” “What Yue Yongnian said is the same as what we analyzed before,” Zeng ke quickly said.”Bai 

Lang planned this a long time ago. He lurked in the funeral parlor a long time ago and tampered with the 

incinerator. 

“Then, after they set up a trap for Lin chengye, Bai Lang began to transport the corpses one by one. Yue 

Yongnian had said that Bai Lang had always acted alone in the funeral parlor and did not have any other 

accomplices. 

“Originally, they were very successful the first few times.” Zeng ke continued,”but that night, when we 

were preparing to transfer corpse number five, there was an accident. 

“That day, they were supposed to hand over the goods by the river, but Bai Lang suddenly claimed that 

he wanted Yue Yongnian to prepare an extra set of burial clothes. He said that he had another corpse on 

his side, so he might as well sell two corpses to Lin chengye in one go and make a profit! 

“However, after the handover, Yue Yongnian discovered that the new corpse was covered in blood. It 

was obvious that it was not from a funeral parlor! 

“After that, under the repeated questioning of Yue Yongnian and the others, Bai Lang finally admitted 

that he accidentally killed a little girl on the road, and that’s why there was an extra body! 



“At that time, they had a fierce argument. Yue Yongnian refused to use the body of the girl who was hit 

and killed. He was worried that the hanging coffins would be exposed in the future, and it would lead to 

a police investigation! 

“However, Bai Lang was insistent and threatened Yue Yongnian and the others. If they didn’t agree, he 

would reveal the secret and everyone would die together! 

“Just like that, Yue Yongnian had no choice but to call Lin chengye …” 

What happened after that, Zhao Yu had basically understood from Lin chengye, so he quickly moved on 

to the next important question,””Zeng ke, what did Yue Yongnian say about female corpse number 

seven?” 

“I told him, but he didn’t believe me!” Zeng ke was also puzzled.”Yue Yongnian and his accomplices all 

claimed that they helped Lin chengye place a total of six bodies, and there was definitely no seventh 

one!” 

“They don’t know where the seventh corpse came from either.” 

“Then … Did they touch the seventh hanging coffin?” Zhao Yu asked. 

“No, I didn ‘t!” Zeng ke said,”they were very sure that they had never touched the highest hanging 

coffin. They were all in disbelief!” 

“You really don’t know?” Zhao Yu frowned, feeling that something was amiss. 

“This matter should be very certain, but time is too tight. We are still on the speedboat and haven’t 

come ashore yet!” Zeng ke said,”team leader, when we get ashore later, cui and I will ask about the 

whole thing in detail!” I’ll report to you immediately if there’s any new situation. ” 

“Okay … Be careful!” Zhao Yu hung up the phone immediately. 

At this time, the police car he was in had already left the villa area and was on the highway. 

The sky had turned dark, and the streetlights on both sides of the overpass were lit on time. Under the 

light, the charm of Fulai city’s night was revealed. 

Hu … 

Zhao Yu took a deep breath. At that moment, he still felt that there seemed to be many important 

things hidden in the case of the hanging coffins that he had not yet discovered. 

Moreover, it wasn’t just about female corpse number seven. There seemed to be another important 

suspicious point in the case itself. 

This suspicious point … What could it be? 

Then, Zhao Yu calmed down and recalled the whole incident. The more he recalled, the more he felt 

that something was wrong … 

The female corpse in the hanging coffins … The origin of the hanging coffins that President pang Zhihui 

had described to him … Lin chengye’s hatred for his sister … The words that master Yao Hong had said to 



him … Yue Yongnian’s deception and tricks; Female corpse number seven, who had no identity, and Bai 

Lang, who had disappeared … 

All of this made Zhao Yu feel that the hanging coffins case seemed to be more complicated than he had 

expected! There seemed to be a bigger conspiracy hidden in this Strange Case … 

Then … What could it be? 

Zhao Yu believed that there were coincidences in everything, but could the hanging coffins case be a 

coincidence? 

As soon as he thought of the coincidence, he couldn’t help but think of his own Miracle System. Then … 

The Kun Qian hexagram has ended. Can it end now? 

Just as he was thinking about this, his phone suddenly rang again. This time, it was not Zeng ke, but 

Miao Ying, who was far away in Xiakou! 

Zhao Yu knew that Miao Ying was currently interviewing Lin chaofeng. She must have called to report to 

him. 

Eh? 

Thinking of Lin chaofeng, Zhao Yu suddenly had a strange feeling. He couldn’t help but wonder if the 

conspiracy he had just thought of was related to Lin chaofeng. 

Chapter 1224: A sudden accident 

“I asked her directly …” Miao Ying said to Zhao Yu over the phone.”It turns out that Lin chaofeng had an 

underlying illness, the kind of gynecological disease! 

“So, of course she wouldn’t tell everyone?” 

“Oh … So that’s how it is?” Zhao Yu was surprised. No wonder Lin chaofeng had to see a private doctor 

and needed some time to recuperate! 

“And that’s why,” Miao Ying continued,”Lin chaofeng and her boyfriend, cui Yiwen, had a very serious 

conflict. They thought that cui Yiwen was the one who had passed on all these diseases to her! 

“Coincidentally, when I asked Lin chaofeng, cui Yiwen was also present. The two of them were eating in 

a Western restaurant. They should still be discussing this matter, and the atmosphere was very 

unpleasant …” 

Hmm … 

Zhao Yu listened carefully, but he was thinking in his heart that Lin chaofeng’s illness came at just the 

right time. Could this be a trick that Yue Yongnian and the others used? 

Or could it be … Lin chaofeng was pretending to be sick? 

“Regarding the seven Star hanging coffins, I sent cui Yiwen away and asked Lin chaofeng in private!” 

Miao Ying continued,”Lin chaofeng was very surprised when she heard that. She said that she had never 

heard of this before!” 



“Oh?” “What do you think?” Zhao Yu asked. 

“I looked at her reaction carefully. There were no flaws!” Miao Ying answered with certainty,”either she 

really has nothing to do with the hanging coffin case, or she is not. Either her mental fortitude was too 

good, or she was already prepared! 

“I even showed her the birth chart,” Miao Ying said.”She didn’t deny that it was Yao Hong who wrote it 

for her, and it was indeed her birth chart on the yellow paper. 

“It’s the same as what you’ve heard. She said that Yao Hong had written many similar birth characters 

for her. After writing them, she put them all in the study at home, and those close to her had a chance 

to get them. 

“Also, regarding Yao Hong’s words, Lin chaofeng trusts him very much.” Miao Ying continued,”she told 

me that, on the surface, Yao Hong was a Feng Shui Master, but in reality, he was just a close friend of 

hers. 

“Every time she went to Yao Hong to break down the hexagram, it was more like a form of psychological 

treatment. She talked about some annoying trifles to relieve her stress …” 

“Mm,” Zhao Yu said quickly,”we’ve investigated Yao Hong’s background, and he has been ruled out as a 

suspect!” 

“I’ve also asked about the Imperial Fengshui master!” Miao Ying continued,”Lin chaofeng said that 

before she made a big decision, she often went to the Mazu Temple in Fulai to ask Zen Master Jingyi for 

divination. Perhaps you can go and get to know this person …” 

Oh … 

Hearing Miao Ying’s words, Zhao Yu suddenly remembered that he had yet to tell Miao Ying about Lin 

chengye, Yue Yongnian, and the others! 

Miao Ying’s information was still with Yao Hong. 

However, this wasn’t entirely Zhao Yu’s fault. Ever since he had found Yue Yongnian, he had been in a 

life-or-death situation. Zeng ke and cui Lizhu hadn’t been idle for a moment either, so how could they 

have had the time to call Miao Ying? 

Logically speaking, now that things had come to an end, Zhao Yu should have told Miao Ying the latest 

news. 

However, at this time, Zhao Yu’s thoughts suddenly went elsewhere. He remembered the strange 

feeling he had before. 

Could there be another possibility regarding the case of the hanging coffins? 

He had a feeling that the seven stars hanging coffins scam was too sophisticated, to the point that a 

group of liars could not control the whole situation! 

Lin chengye was so smart, how could he be so devoted to the game? 

Unless, the person who set this up knew Lin chengye very well. 



So, who else in this world knew Lin chengye the best? 

I’m afraid … It can only be her? 

Therefore, Zhao Yu had no choice but to turn his attention back to Lin chaofeng. 

This woman was able to establish the Yun Hai Group, so she was definitely not a simple woman. She was 

all-powerful in the business world and must have seen too much deception and knew the mystery. 

Then, would it be … 

The entire hanging coffin case was related to Lin chaofeng? 

For example, Lin chaofeng had discovered Lin chengye’s Secret in advance, and then deliberately 

exposed the hanging coffins to punish Lin chengye? 

Or perhaps, the instigator of this incident was Lin chaofeng, and she was the one who set up this 

elaborate and huge scam? 

Yue Yongnian and the others were double spies, and the real employer was Lin chaofeng? 

Lin chaofeng played with her brother? 

Or perhaps … 

“Zhao Yu! Zhao Yu!” At this time, Miao Ying’s voice came from the phone,”are you okay? Why aren’t you 

saying anything?” 

“Miaomiao …” Zhao Yu asked in a hurry,”are you wearing a listening device? The one that I asked Zeng 

ke to make before, the one that can be stuck?” 

“Uhm … I think I did. You …” Miao Ying suddenly understood his intentions.”You don’t want me to let Lin 

chaofeng use it, do you?” 

“This is what I meant!” Zhao Yu nodded. 

“Although … We can’t be sure if Lin chaofeng is real or not, but using this thing …” Miao Ying seemed a 

little embarrassed. 

“Where are you now? Are you still with Lin chaofeng?” Zhao Yu asked,”if you feel guilty, then let Ran 

Tao do it!” 

“Ran Tao isn’t here,” Miao Ying replied.”I’m at the entrance of the restaurant!” Wait a minute, I’ll … 

Think of a reason to go back first, then I’ll take the opportunity … Take the opportunity … Eh?” 

As Miao Ying was talking, a strange sound suddenly came. 

“Eh? What’s wrong?” Zhao Yu asked. 

However, Miao Ying seemed to have met with an accident. She did not reply, nor did she hang up the 

phone. 

Zhao Yu heard an ear-piercing roar from the phone, as well as the sound of Miao Ying’s rapid footsteps 

and panting … 



Ah? 

What was going on? 

Zhao Yu was shocked and quickly called on his phone,””Meow Meow, what’s wrong? say something, say 

something …” 

In the end, not only did Miao Ying not reply, but there was a loud explosion on the phone. 

Ga……Zhi …… 

Boom … Boom … 

What followed was the sound of glass shattering, as well as the exclamations of many people … 

“It can’t be?” ” 

“Don’t move … Take your hand away …” A few seconds later, Miao Ying’s voice came from the phone. 

Miao Ying was probably pointing a gun at someone. 

Then, the phone was noisy. It seemed that there was chaos on Miao Ying’s side. There were screams, 

cracking sounds, and cries for help … 

Stab … 

Ten seconds later, the phone rang, and Miao Ying’s clear voice could be heard. She seemed to be 

shouting at someone, 

” 120, what are you waiting for? Quickly call the ambulance … Hello … Hello …”Very quickly, Miao Ying 

turned to the phone and asked,” Hello, Zhao Yu, are you still there? The phone isn’t broken, right?” 

“I’m listening, I’m listening!” Zhao Yu urged her,”I’m here, MeowMeow. Tell me, what happened?” Are 

you alright?” 

“I’m fine!” Miao Ying took a deep breath and said,”a car … Just rushed into the restaurant and hit Lin 

chaofeng! 

“Hu … Hu … The driver is unconscious. It’s … It’s that Wanwan, Bai Lang!” 

Chapter 1225: Bai Lang’s confession 

Fifteen minutes later, Zhao Yu arrived at the fu Lai police station, where he met up with Zeng ke and cui 

Lizhu. At that moment, cui Lizhu was still interrogating Yue Yongnian and the other suspects in the 

interrogation room. 

Zhao Yu was about to tell Zeng ke something, but Miao Ying called again and reported the latest 

situation in Xiakou. 

“They’ve all been sent to the hospital. I’m on my way there too,” Miao Ying reported.”Bai Lang’s injuries 

are not serious. He should be fine. I’ve already joined forces with the Xiakou police to arrest him!” 

“Then … What about Lin chaofeng?” Zhao Yu asked. 



“Lin chaofeng …” Miao Ying paused for a moment and said,”although Lin chaofeng was hit, her life 

should not be in danger, because…When she was about to hit, cui Yiwen helped her block it! 

“However, Lin chaofeng’s injuries aren’t light. When I went in to check, she was already unconscious. 

Her right leg was deformed by the seat, and there were many cuts caused by broken glass …” 

“Oh … What about cui Yiwen?” Zhao Yu asked again. 

“It’s hard to say for cui Yiwen! Bai Lang was obviously aiming for Lin chaofeng’s life. That collision was 

very violent. Cui Yiwen was hit directly by the car. I’m afraid … It’s hard to say!” 

Oh … 

Zhao Yu’s heart sank. He had never expected that things would take such a major turn! If Bai Lang really 

wanted to end Lin chaofeng’s life, then his previous deduction was completely wrong! 

Lin chaofeng couldn’t have sent someone to kill him, right? 

“Lin chaofeng told me about it before,” Miao Ying said.”That Western restaurant was the place where 

she met cui Yiwen. They would go there for a meal whenever they had time. Moreover, their fixed 

position happened to be by the window! 

“That’s why I think Bai Lang was prepared for this!” Miao Ying said,”he was driving a black Audi A6 with 

a Fulai city license plate. The license plate number is *****. I wonder if he stole the car?” 

Hearing this, Zhao Yu quickly gave the license plate number to Zeng ke and asked him to check it. 

“But I don’t understand why Bai Lang wanted to kill Lin chaofeng.” Miao Ying was confused.”Could it be 

that there’s some sort of grudge between them?” 

At that moment, Zhao Yu saw that Miao Ying’s side had already been dealt with, so he finally found a 

chance to tell her everything about Lin chengye and Yue Yongnian. 

After Miao Ying heard this, she finally understood the inside story and felt that it was incredible. 

However, after Miao Ying finished listening, she scolded Zhao Yu, as Zhao Yu had risked his life again! 

“You can’t blame me for this. How would I know that the yacht could go out of control?” Zhao Yu quickly 

explained,”it’s already a blessing in disguise that we didn’t crash into the cruise ship! 

“Why is it that wherever you go, there will be earth-shaking events?” Miao Ying couldn’t understand 

either. 

“You’re asking me, but who should I ask?” Zhao Yu said innocently. 

“Alright.” Miao Ying had no choice but to continue the discussion.”Since Yue Yongnian and Bai Lang are 

in cahoots, could it be that Bai Lang was following Yue Yongnian’s orders to kill Lin chaofeng? 

“This way, once Lin chaofeng dies, Lin chengye’s goal will be achieved, and he will obediently hand over 

the hundred million reward?” 



“That can’t be right!” Zhao Yu asked,”is Bai Lang a fool? What good would it do him to kill Lin chaofeng? 

This is a blatant murder, and Bai Lang will be sentenced to death. Even if he gets the one hundred 

million, what can he do?” 

“That’s true. The seven stars hanging coffin has already been exposed. There’s no point in Yue Yongnian 

sending Bai Lang to kill Lin chaofeng!” Miao Ying said,”by the way, Zhao Yu, do you think that since Bai 

Lang was the original planner, could it be that he was after the Lin siblings?” 

“Eh? “Well …” Zhao Yu thought about it seriously and quickly understood Miao Ying’s meaning.”You’re 

not trying to say that Bai Lang’s scheme to scam Lin chengye and then kill Lin chaofeng is related to Hua 

Yunshan’s case, are you?” 

“That’s what I thought, but it doesn’t seem to matter much. We can check it out! “I think …” Miao Ying 

continued,”even if it’s not related to Hua Yunshan, there should at least be some kind of grudge 

between them, right?” 

“Team leader …” At this time, Zeng ke reminded Zhao Yu, showing him his laptop.”We found the license 

plate. The Audi A6 that Bai Lang was driving was Yue Yongnian’s car!” 

“Oh? Yue Yongnian?” Zhao Yu said,”then let’s get Lil cui to ask Yue Yongnian what’s going on!” 

“Alright!” Zeng ke quickly went to inform cui Lizhu. 

“Right!” “I’m not sure.” Miao Ying heard the information and immediately told Zhao Yu,”you guys ask 

Yue Yongnian over there, while I’ll interrogate Bai Lang! I just got the news that Bai Lang has woken up. 

I’ll go ask him now!” 

“Alright then,” Zhao Yu nodded in agreement.”Go and ask around. Let me know as soon as you have any 

news!” 

Then, Miao Ying hung up the phone. 

Aiya … 

Zhao Yu put down his phone, his eyebrows furrowed again. 

He had thought that the hanging coffins case could be solved with Yue Yongnian’s arrest. However, he 

did not expect that the uncertainty of female corpse number seven and Bai Lang’s sudden appearance 

had once again covered the case with a layer of mystery. 

After he calmed down and thought for a while, he picked up his phone again and called Gao Facai, a 

forensic doctor far away in Wuqing. 

Over the phone, Zhao Yu told Gao everything that had happened, then asked him to examine female 

body number seven again to see if he could find any new clues. 

“Old Gao,” Zhao Yu said over the phone,”female corpse number seven came in a strange way. We have 

to find a way to figure out her identity! Take a closer look and see if there’s anything on her that’s easy 

to identify. ” 



“Alright! “But …” Gao Facai said.”Female body number seven is important, but I think we should focus 

on female body number six as well!” 

“Right, we thought of it together!” Zhao Yu agreed.”Female corpse number six, Geng yaai, was involved 

in Bai Lang’s car accident. She is already dead, but we can’t be sure if she was deliberately killed by Bai 

Lang or accidentally killed! 

“The nature of the two is very different. We have to find out more!” 

“Alright! “One more thing …” Gao Facai added.”Since we’ve already caught the criminal, let’s quickly get 

him to tell us the exact location of Geng yaai’s car and where the car that caused the accident was 

hidden. Then, we can send people to collect evidence!” 

“OK!”Zhao Yu agreed and hung up the phone. 

At that time, Zhao Yu was still in the lobby of the fu Lai police station. In order to get information as 

soon as possible, he walked in the direction of the interrogation room. 

As soon as he walked out of the interrogation room, he saw Zeng ke coming out. 

“Team leader,” Zeng ke said hurriedly,”I just asked Yue Yongnian. The Audi A6 is indeed his, but he has 

lent it to Bai Lang for more than half a month.” After Bai Lang disappeared, he looked for the carriage, 

but he couldn’t find it!” 

“What else is there besides the car?” Zhao Yu asked. 

“He said that he didn’t know that Bai Lang was going to kill Lin chaofeng,” Zeng ke replied.”He also 

didn’t know if Bai Lang had a grudge against the Lin family!” 

Di di di … 

Before Zeng ke could finish his sentence, Zhao Yu’s mobile phone rang. It was Miao Ying. 

“Zhao Yu,” Miao Ying said quickly,”I just asked Bai Lang, and he said that this case is going to be 

troublesome again!” 

“Oh? Why?” Zhao Yu was confused. 

“Bai Lang said that he never wanted to kill Lin chaofeng,” Miao Ying said.”He just said that he drank 

before he drove, and in his delirious state, he lost control of the car and accidentally crashed into the 

restaurant!” 

“What?” Zhao Yu frowned.”That’s pure F * cking nonsense!” 

“That’s not all,” Miao Ying said.”Bai Lang also said that he didn’t kill Geng yaai! When he saw Geng yaai, 

she had already been in a car accident and was dead!” 

Chapter 1226: An incredible discovery 

“F * ck, he can’t possibly think that nothing will happen just because he clenched his teeth and refused 

to admit it, right?” Zhao Yu said,”Yue Yongnian and the others have confessed everything. Is he still 

trying to deny it?” 



“I’ve already told him,” Miao Ying said with mixed feelings.”But Bai Lang insisted that he didn’t kill Geng 

yaai! 

“He said that when he drove to Bai ping town late that night, he found Geng yaai, who had been hit by a 

car, on the side of the road. He got out of the car to check and found that Geng yaai was dead. 

“At first, he didn’t dare to call the police since he had the stolen body in his car. He just wanted to leave. 

“However, when he thought about it carefully, he was scared. This was because, once a hit-and-run 

occurred here, the police would definitely check every passing vehicle through the video surveillance. 

“It was already very late at night, and there were very few cars on the road. The police might have found 

him. He was worried that his smuggling of the body would be exposed, so he had put Geng yaai’s body 

in his car. 

“Of course, the reason why he did this was because Geng yaai was still an underage girl, which just so 

happened to meet the requirements of the seven stars hanging coffin. 

“This way, he can ask Lin chengye for an extra 5 million!” 

“Nonsense!” Zhao Yu shook his head and denied,”he must have killed her! Think about it, who would be 

stupid enough to carry the body of a girl who had been killed by someone else into their car? 

“Even if there’s 5 million, it’s impossible, right? 

“Besides, the 5 million is not just his own! 

“Also, if he didn’t hit the person, he wouldn’t have to worry about the police investigation. Even if they 

found him, the body was no longer in the car, so what could they do to him? He’s definitely lying 

through his teeth!” 

“But that’s not what Bai Lang said,” Miao Ying said.”He said that his idea at that time was that no matter 

how the body was obtained, it would eventually be placed in the hanging coffins, and who could find the 

hanging coffins from such a high height? 

“So, he firmly believed that the girl would disappear completely. So, using a body that no one can find in 

exchange for a reward of 5 million, he thought it was worth the risk! 

“In addition, he told me one more thing,” Miao Ying continued.”Bai Lang said that he was very anxious 

at that time because he had a faint feeling that Lin chengye had begun to doubt and waver! 

“He’s worried that Yue Yongnian won’t be able to control Lin chengye, and that he’ll fail at the last step. 

That was why he decided to take the risk and speed up the progress! 

“The most interesting thing is,” Miao Ying said.”Their original plan was to put the sixth body in the 

hanging coffin, then run away with the money. They didn’t plan to do the seventh body at all!” 

“Oh?” Zhao Yu was surprised.”So, that’s why he was in such a hurry to get the sixth body?” 

“But,” Miao Ying said,”Lin chengye still had his suspicions and did not give them the money for the sixth 

body.” Not only did they not transfer the money, they even sent people to control them. They can’t run 

away!” 



“But, didn’t bai Lang still run away?” Zhao Yu said,”also, I asked Lin chengye, and he said that he had 

never seen Bai Lang!” 

“Yes, that’s where Bai Lang is smart,” Miao Ying said.”From the beginning to the end, Bai Lang never 

showed his face in Yue Yongnian’s team. 

“He was only responsible for the behind-the-scenes guidance and the work of stealing the bodies, but he 

never participated in the placing of the hanging coffins. So, it should be normal that he did not meet Lin 

chengye. 

“It’s also because of this that Bai Lang was able to escape Lin chengye’s surveillance and control, and 

escape early on!” Miao Ying said,”he has more than 2 million Yuan in his account. Although it’s not a lot, 

it’s enough for him to escape! 

“So, he drove Yue Yongnian’s car to Xia kou to hide, but because he had too much to drink, he lost 

control of the car, which led to the previous scene. 

“He claimed that he didn’t know that the person who was hit in the restaurant was Lin chaofeng!” 

“Hmph, they’re just treating us as natural fools!” Zhao Yu cursed,”how could there be such a 

coincidence in this world? how could a random car crash hit Lin chaofeng?” 

“Indeed,” Miao Ying said.”When I interrogated him just now, although he reeked of alcohol and looked a 

little delirious, I could tell that he was pretending. His words were logical! 

“I remember that in a movie, the protagonist deliberately drank and killed someone. Although the 

purpose was clearly to murder, the final verdict was a traffic accident, and he escaped the death 

penalty! 

“In my opinion, it’s very likely that Bai Lang is trying to copy what he did and fish in troubled waters. 

There must be a major interest behind him, or someone wanted to use Bai Lang to kill Lin chaofeng! Or, 

it’s Bai Lang himself who wants Lin chaofeng dead!” 

“Right!” Zhao Yu agreed and said,”so, we have to investigate their background and see what kind of 

grudge they have. 

“Furthermore, the Huayun mountain matter … Perhaps it’s time to put it on the agenda!” Zhao Yu 

laughed and said,”so, miss Miao, I’m afraid I’ll have to work overtime again tonight. I’m so sorry!” 

“Alright, leave these things to me!” Miao Ying agreed readily. 

“Right, after talking for so long, I almost forgot something! Where’s the car?” Zhao Yu asked,”the 

surveillance from Beigang shows that Bai Lang drove a van to transfer the bodies that night, not Yue 

Yongnian’s Audi A6. 

“When I looked back at the video, I couldn’t find the car. How is this broken?” 

“I’ve asked Bai Lang,” Miao Ying said.”Bai Lang said that the van had been sunk into the White sand 

River!” 



“What? It’s sinking?” Zhao Yu clapped.”Look! And he still said he didn’t hit her! The car has already sunk, 

yet he still has the cheek to lie. I really want to give him a big slap!” 

“No,” Miao Ying said.”The reason why Bai Lang sank the car into the river was so that Yue Yongnian and 

the others would believe that he had killed the girl!” 

“What? It’s a little messy, right?” Zhao Yu frowned.”Why would Bai Lang lie to Yue Yongnian and the 

others?” 

“Because Yue Yongnian and the others didn’t want to exchange the body for money,” Miao Ying 

replied.”The bodies they used before were all conned from the family members of the deceased, so they 

could make sure that nothing went wrong. 

“But the girl in the car accident is likely to be investigated by the police. They are afraid of getting into 

trouble! 

“So, Bai Lang could only make them think that the girl was killed by him. Only then could he threaten 

them and force them to do as he said!” Miao Ying said,”just now, Bai Lang has already given me the 

exact location of Geng yaai’s accident. After I send it to you later, I’ll ask Beigang to investigate it!” 

“Mm …” Zhao Yu nodded.”Now that we have the exact time and place, it won’t be difficult to find the 

real car that caused the accident! So, if Bai Lang is lying, we’ll quickly expose him!” 

“And … He also told me the location of the sunken car,” Miao Ying said.”When we retrieve his van, we’ll 

know!” 

“Alright, then I’ll focus on this matter now! “Thank you, dear,” Zhao Yu said gently.”I’ll treat you to a 

good meal after this!” 

“Eating is secondary, I just hope that you don’t cause any more trouble, great detective Zhao. I’ll be 

grateful!” Miao Ying smiled and hung up the phone. 

In less than half a minute, Miao Ying had sent two detailed locations to Zhao Yu. 

Before Zhao Yu could inform the police, his phone rang. It was Gao Facai, the forensic pathologist. 

“Team leader Zhao,” Gao Facai said excitedly,”we just did another autopsy on female corpse number 

seven. This time, we found something strange!” 

“Oh?” “Where?” Zhao Yu asked, knowing that Gao was rarely excited. 

“We found traces of a vaccination on the left arm of female corpse number seven. After comparison, the 

preliminary judgment is that it was a smallpox vaccination, which means that the deceased had been 

vaccinated against smallpox when she was young!” 

“Oh? Smallpox vaccine …”Zhao Yu didn’t quite understand what this discovery meant. 

“The WHO announced at the health Conference in 1980 that the smallpox virus had been extinct on 

earth! “Due to the lack of information, our country only stopped smallpox vaccination on a large scale in 

1982 …” 



“Ah?” Zhao Yu finally understood what he meant, and he had goosebumps all over his body. He then 

asked in surprise,”that is to say, female corpse number seven was born at least 82 years ago?” 

Chapter 1227: The interrogation and discovery 

In the interrogation room of the fu Lai City Police station. 

Fu Lai city was the provincial capital of Fu Lai province, so the police station was naturally much larger 

than the average police station. The interrogation room was also fully equipped and very high-end. 

At that moment, Zhao Yu was standing in the monitoring room, observing the situation in the 

interrogation room through a one-way glass window. 

In the interrogation room, cui Lizhu was interrogating the suspect, Yue Yongnian. 

After working in the Special Investigation Group for so long, cui Lizhu had already learned the 

interrogation process from Wu Xiumin. At this moment, the interrogation was very orderly and 

professional. 

Yue Yongnian, who was already in his 50s this year, had thick eyebrows and big eyes. He was fresh and 

handsome, and looked like he was born with the air of a master. 

It was no wonder that the scammers wanted him to be a ‘Feng Shui Master’! 

However, this sanctimonious Grandmaster still looked rather embarrassed after being caught. At this 

moment, he was lowering his head and defending himself with listless eyes,” 

“Officer, we only care about making money. Who cares if the body in the coffin will rot?” He said 

heavily,”the treasure map that I gave Lin chengye was all made up and pieced together. Other than the 

method to open the seven stars hanging coffin, everything else was fake! 

“We did something to Lin chengye’s blue and white porcelain. It was a replica that broke, so he thought 

it was his granddaughter who broke it!” 

“Oh … So, in addition to fraud, you’ll also be charged with theft!” “Then tell me quickly, how did you 

know how to open the hanging coffins?” cui Lizhu asked. 

“Ah?” Yue Yongnian was stunned for a moment before he replied,”this … Doesn’t seem to be a secret 

anymore, right? You’ll know everything if you go to the Wuqing County Museum. The records of the 

opening of the hanging coffins in 1985 are on the counter!” 

“…” Cui Lizhu didn’t say anything, but took down some notes in her notebook, then asked again,”then 

tell me more about your relationship with Bai Lang!” 

“This … I’ve already said this before,” Yue Yongnian said.”Before we met in Guangzhou, Bai Lang had 

been working for me! He went to college, is resourceful, and has helped us plan many exquisite 

designs!” 

“Design, your head!” Cui Lizhu slammed the table and said,”you’re lying and you’re still so confident! Do 

you know? In our line of work, we look down on swindlers the most!” 



Hearing this, Zhao Yu suddenly rolled his eyes and thought to himself,”a thief looking down on a 

swindler, is this a class conflict?” 

“Yes, yes, yes, yes …” Yue Yongnian trembled in fear and quickly said,”officer, you’re right, you’re right! 

I’m sorry, we’ve indeed deceived a lot of people in the past! I’ll explain, I’ll explain everything!” 

“Lizhu, Lizhu …” At this time, Zhao Yu suddenly contacted cui Lizhu through an internal call and 

ordered,”ask this Yue Yongnian if he knows anything about Bai Lang. Do he have any personal grudges 

with the Lin siblings?” 

“Oh …” Cui Lizhu replied, then quickly repeated what Zhao Yu had said to Yue Yongnian. 

“I’m not too sure about that,” Yue Yongnian replied.”I’ve only heard from Bai Lang that he lives in the 

Yashan area in Eastern Guangdong, and his family is full of mountain people! 

“As for what grudges he has with the Lin siblings, I don’t know!” 

“Speak!” Cui Lizhu slammed the table again and shouted,”did you order Bai Lang to hit Lin chaofeng with 

his car?” 

“This … This …” Yue Yongnian explained in a panic,”I’ve already said it a few times, it really isn ‘t! Am I 

crazy to want him to hit Lin chaofeng? We’re just liars, but we’ve never dared to kill anyone!” 

“That was the plan you made before,” cui Lizhu said.”You saw that Lin chengye was controlling them and 

they couldn’t escape, so you sent Bai Lang to kill Lin chaofeng. In this way, Lin chengye will think that the 

hanging coffins have manifested and pay you a hundred million Yuan!” 

“Don’t … Don’t joke around, officer!” Yue Yongnian’s entire body trembled as he said,”the bodies in the 

hanging coffins have already been exposed. How could we still dare to kill? Wouldn’t that be drawing 

fire to himself? 

“I really don’t know. I really don’t know why Bai Lang would do that. Well …”He asked worriedly,” by the 

way, can I ask, how is Lin chaofeng doing after being hit?” Is it powerful?” 

“Hmph! This isn’t something that you can know just because you want to know. You just have to answer 

whatever I ask you …” 

Just as cui Lizhu said this, Zhao Yu gave her another order. 

“Ah?” After receiving the order, cui Lizhu was stunned for a moment. Then, she asked Yue Yongnian 

sternly,”let me ask you, was the Huayun mountain massacre your doing?” 

When he said that, not only Yue Yongnian, but even the police officers who were listening were all 

stunned. 

“W-what? Huayun mountain?” Yue Yongnian’s mouth was wide open. He thought for a long time before 

he asked in a trembling voice,”which Huayun mountain are you talking about?” 

“What other Huayun mountain is there?” Cui Lizhu’s eyes widened.”Don’t tell me you don’t know about 

the Huayun mountain massacre case nine years ago?” 



“Ah?” Yue Yongnian thought about it carefully and asked,”is it Huayun mountain in Fulai province?” It 

seemed like … It seemed like he had heard of it before! 

“But, officer … What did you mean by that? I don’t understand. I … I have never been to Mount Baiyun, 

no, Mount Huayun. ” 

“What about Bai Lang?” “Has Bai Lang been to Huayun mountain?” cui Lizhu asked. 

“This …” Yue Yongnian was puzzled.”I didn’t know?” Why don’t you … You ask him? Is … Is he alright?” 

“Alright …” Seeing Yue Yongnian’s reaction, Zhao Yu hurriedly said to cui Lizhu,”we’ve found a way out, 

so it shouldn’t have anything to do with this group of people! You can continue …” 

“Oh … Oh …” Cui Lizhu furrowed her eyebrows. She was obviously shocked by Zhao Yu’s words. She 

paused for a few seconds, then continued to ask,”Yue Yongnian, next, let’s talk about hanging coffin No. 

7! It’s the highest hanging coffin on the right. Where did the body inside come from?” 

“I don’t know about that either!” Yue Yongnian said agitatedly,”how can there be such a strange thing in 

this world? I … I really didn’t move. In my plan, I didn’t plan to move at all!” 

“Hmph! You still dare to play dumb! “Here,” cui Lizhu said as she opened the photo of female corpse 

number seven on her phone and showed it to Yue Yongnian.”Take a good look. How dare you say you 

don’t know her?” 

“This … This …” Yue Yongnian carefully identified it for a long time, then shook his head forcefully and 

said,”I really don’t know! 

“This body … Still …” His face suddenly turned pale. He swallowed and whispered,”it really hasn’t 

rotted?” 

“How … How is that possible? The hanging coffins had been exposed to the sun, and the temperature 

had risen. They should have rotted more severely than the outside. 

“This … This is too strange!” 

Looking at Yue Yongnian’s forehead full of sweat and his dazed look, Zhao Yu had already determined 

that the chances of him lying were not high, and that he should be telling the truth. 

Hence, Zhao Yu said to cui Lizhu,”Alright, Lizhu, I’ve finished asking what I wanted to ask. Continue with 

your train of thought!” 

“Mm …” Cui Lizhu looked at her notebook, then asked Yue Yongnian,”you said before that you cheated 

Lin chengye of a total of more than 20 million Yuan. So, tell me, how was the money distributed?” Why 

does Bai Lang’s account only have 2 million …” 

“Mm … I know, I know …” Yue Yongnian quickly replied.”We’re all scammers, and we don’t trust each 

other, so we deposited the money into a public account. The password was also a double password, and 

it required me and Bai Lang to transfer the money …” 

…… 



Looking at the interrogation in the interrogation room, Zhao Yu’s thoughts had already flown elsewhere. 

He couldn’t help but think of female corpse number seven again. 

If Gao Facai’s deduction was correct, female corpse number seven was most likely born between 1980 

and 1982. This was because smallpox vaccines were administered when people were one or two years 

old. 

Who would have thought that if she had lived to this day, she would already be a woman who was 

almost 40 years old! However, the one lying in the hanging coffin was clearly an underage girl, at most 

sixteen or seventeen years old. 

Could it be that the body had been stored in the hanging coffin for more than 20 years? 

The hanging coffin had been opened in 1985. According to the timeline, female corpse number seven 

should have been put in during the 1990s. 

There were obvious strangulation marks on the female corpse’s neck, and she might have been 

strangled to death! 

Could it be … That was also a murder case? 

This girl … Who was she? 

Just as he was thinking, Zhao Yu’s mobile phone rang. He opened it and saw that it was another message 

from Gao Facai. 

“Team leader Zhao, good news. We just did a full examination of female corpse number seven and 

found some skin tissue and DNA under her fingernails. We are currently testing them …” 

Oh … 

“Oh,” Zhao Yu said, feeling like he had finally made an important discovery. 

Just as he said ‘Oh’, his phone rang again. Dr. Gao added another message. 

“Also, we found dried traces of semen in the dead body, and we suspect that the deceased was violated 

before she died. 

“At the moment, the essence has been extracted. Can you imagine that? After so many years, you can 

still extract a complete DNA sample. This is incredible!” 

Chapter 1228: A big investigation 

Unlike the past, that night in Fu Lai city, Zhao Yu wasn’t in a hurry to fill in the case information on the 

whiteboard, nor did he stay in the office to think about it. Instead, he found a luxury hotel nearby, took 

a shower, and went to bed early! 

Even though the case was at a very important moment, and even though the Kun Qian hexagram in his 

mind was not over yet, Zhao Yu still made the decision to sleep. 

Of course, Zhao Yu had his own reasons. It was precisely because the case had reached a critical 

moment that he needed more energy to deal with it. 



Although he called himself a super detective, he knew that he was a human, not a God. If he overused 

his energy like before, it would be counterproductive. 

Furthermore, whether it was Lin chengye, Yue Yongnian’s gang, or Bai Lang, they were all under police 

control and were being interrogated. 

Zhao Yu knew that, in the situation where he had not yet formed a complete confession, if he made any 

wild guesses, it would often affect his own judgment. 

What’s more, Gao Facai and Fang Kaiyu’s investigation would take time, and they wouldn’t get any 

results in a short time. 

So, Zhao Yu thought that instead of waiting for the news, it was better to take a good rest and 

recuperate so that he could better carry out the investigation. 

So, he went back to the hotel to take a shower and rest. But, because he had been overthinking for a 

long time, it was still difficult for Zhao Yu to completely separate himself from the case. 

In the end, he had no choice but to use an invisible sleeping pill before he finally fell asleep. 

Zhao Yu’s decision was proven to be wise. When he woke up the next morning and returned to his office 

in high spirits, Zeng ke told him that the reports from various parties had just been delivered. 

First, it was the report that Miao Ying had sent over from Xiakou, which included the complete 

interrogation record of Bai Lang, as well as Lin chaofeng and cui Yiwen’s situation. 

Miao Ying said that cui Yiwen’s life was finally saved after five hours of emergency treatment. However, 

his condition was still not optimistic. He still needed to undergo a brain surgery to be completely out of 

danger! 

Although Lin chaofeng’s life was not in danger, she had many serious fractures all over her body and also 

needed surgery. 

Although Lin chaofeng had woken up, she was not in a good mental state. Miao Ying planned to wait for 

her to recover a little before she went to investigate. 

As for Bai Lang, no matter how Miao Ying interrogated him, he didn’t retract his statement. He insisted 

that he only lost control of his driving and that it was a traffic accident. He didn’t kill Lin chaofeng. 

As he had participated in the design of the seven stars hanging coffins fraud, Bai Lang naturally knew 

who Lin chaofeng was. He did not deny all the charges regarding the hanging coffins fraud. 

However, as for why he hit Lin chaofeng with his car, he only said that it was a coincidence and that he 

didn’t know who he had hit. 

In addition, Miao Ying had followed Zhao Yu’s instructions and suddenly brought up the Huayun 

mountain case when Bai Lang was caught off guard. 

However, Bai Lang’s reaction was similar to Yue Yongnian ‘S. He was very puzzled. He also claimed that 

he had never been to Huayun mountain and had nothing to do with the case. 



Last night, Zeng ke had found detailed information about Bai Lang, which showed that Bai Lang had no 

obvious or hidden connection with the Huayun mountain case. 

Moreover, the information also showed that Bai Lang spent most of his time in Guangzhou and had 

almost zero contact with the Lin siblings. So far, there was no information on whether there was any 

enmity between them. 

From this, it seemed that Bai Lang’s collision with Lin chaofeng had nothing to do with Hua Yunshan. 

Furthermore, the suspicion of him having a grudge against the Lin siblings was not very high. 

Of course, Zhao Yu didn’t believe what Bai Lang said. He and Miao Ying both thought that Bai Lang 

hitting Lin chaofeng with his car must have been a carefully planned murder! 

Including the seven stars hanging coffins scam designed against Lin chengye, they also had some other 

purpose. 

If Bai Lang really had no enmity with the Lin siblings, he must have been hired by someone. So … The 

problem that Zhao Yu needed to solve was to find out who the employer, Wanwan, was. 

For this person, Bai Lang did not even hesitate to test the law with his own body, regardless of the 

consequences. There must be a reason behind this. 

According to Miao Ying’s eye-witnesses and the Western restaurant’s live video, it could be seen that Bai 

Lang was running towards Lin chaofeng. If cui Yiwen had not suddenly rushed out to block him, Lin 

chaofeng would have died! 

Hence, Zhao Yu decided that if he wanted to solve this mystery, he would have to start with Lin 

chaofeng. He wanted to see who this woman, who had such a deep hatred for, had. 

So, he immediately handed the task to Zeng ke and asked him to investigate Lin chaofeng’s detailed 

information, even her phone calls and chat records. 

He had always felt that Bai Lang and Yue Yongnian had nothing to do with the Huayun mountain 

massacre case, but that did not mean that Lin chaofeng was innocent. 

The system had led him to find clues related to the five major pending cases again and again. It was 

probably deliberately arranged. He had to make good use of this opportunity. 

If he could solve the hanging coffin case and bring out the Huayun mountain case, perhaps it would not 

be long before he ended the last major pending case! 

In the information that Zeng ke had given Zhao Yu, there was also a report from Fang Kaiyu from the 

North Harbor Police station. 

After receiving Zhao Yu’s instructions last night, Fang Kaiyu didn’t stay idle for a moment. He mobilized 

almost all the police force in bei gang city to investigate Geng ya ‘AI’s accident. 

First of all, they worked with the Marine Police Department to come up with a rescue plan overnight. At 

dawn, they began to search for the abandoned van in the Baisha River according to Bai Lang’s 

instructions. 



Secondly, they had checked the surveillance cameras near the area where Geng yaai had been hit that 

night and found 25 suspicious vehicles from the surveillance cameras. 

At this moment, they were also investigating the cars one by one. If what Bai Lang said was true, then 

they should be able to find the car that caused the accident very soon. 

Finally, Gao Facai, the forensic doctor Who stayed in Wuqing mountain, also sent Zhao Yu the latest 

news. 

They had already retrieved the DNA samples from female corpse number Seven’s fingernails and from 

xxx. Through comparison, it had been confirmed that the two belonged to the same person. 

Therefore, this person was most likely the murderer of female corpse number seven! If they could find 

this person based on DNA, the truth of the case would be revealed! 

In addition, through the inspection and comparison of the technical department, they found that the 

opening of hanging coffin No. 7 was different from the other six coffins. 

As Yue Yongnian and the others were not familiar with the method of opening the hanging coffins, in the 

process of opening the coffins, they had left very obvious and very fresh scratch and pry marks. 

However, on the seventh hanging coffin, although there were similar marks, they were very old and not 

fresh. 

Therefore, the appearance of all these signs made Zhao Yu feel that female corpse number seven might 

have really been placed in the hanging coffin by someone a long time ago, and it might really have 

nothing to do with Yue Yongnian and the others. 

Then … Could it really be such a coincidence? 

Yue Yongnian and the others had only left one hanging coffin without a corpse, but inside the hanging 

coffin, there was already a corpse? And the body had been left there for more than 20 years without 

rotting? 

Then … What was the situation with female corpse number seven? 

Was she placed in the hanging coffin after an unnatural death, just like the other female corpses? 

Or was he killed on purpose? 

Chapter 1229: Found both! 

  

With the experience of solving so many major cases, Zhao Yu had long seen the current case clearly and 

understood the priority. 

The reason why the case in front of him was so mesmerizing was because it was not a case in the first 

place. 



They all looked like hanging coffins, but if one were to carefully divide them, they could be divided into 

at least three small cases: a, Geng yaai’s car accident, b, Bai Lang’s car accident, Lin chaofeng’s car 

accident; c, the problem of female corpse number seven. 

Geng ya ‘AI’s case was only confirmed by the Beigang police, so Zhao Yu didn’t have to worry about it for 

the time being. The problem of female corpse number seven seemed to be independent of the hanging 

coffin case and still needed to be compared by the forensic identification Department, so it could also be 

put aside for the time being. 

Therefore, out of the three options, what Zhao Yu really needed to solve now was obviously Option B. 

This was because the truth of Bai Lang’s collision with Lin chaofeng was undoubtedly the truth of the 

entire hanging coffin case. Only when this matter was clarified could the hanging coffin case be 

considered truly closed. 

Since he had identified the primary and secondary issues, Zhao Yu was able to analyze the case more 

easily. 

In the morning, he only wrote on one whiteboard, and the whiteboard was full of information about Bai 

Lang and Lin Meifeng. 

“Tsk tsk … It’s actually not …” At that moment, someone sent his lunch to the office. Zhao Yu ate it 

excitedly while looking at Lin chaofeng’s information. He muttered to himself,”I didn’t expect this 

woman to have no problems at all!” 

It turned out that, after Zhao Yu had read through all of Lin chaofeng’s information, he found that 

Chairman Lin’s way of dealing with people was more conventional. 

Although this strong woman was domineering in the business world and had a strong aura, she had 

excellent interpersonal relationships and a good reputation. 

As Zhao Yu had learned before, Lin chaofeng was more introverted and would never force anyone to do 

anything. She also had no bad record. 

Not only was she very honest in doing business, but she was also never calculative. She was well 

recognized and praised by the industry. 

In addition, she was most famous for being kind and charitable. There were many charity organizations 

under her name. Every year, she would take out a considerable amount of money to help the poor and 

disaster relief. Her reputation among the people could be said to be perfect. 

Hence, Zhao Yu couldn’t find any suspicious targets. 

Moreover, Zhao Yu carefully looked into the relationship between Lin chaofeng and Hua Yunshan and 

found that a real estate company under Lin chaofeng’s name had indeed participated in the 

development of Hua Yunshan’s Villa. 

However, at that time, Lin chaofeng’s real estate company had just started and didn’t have such great 

qualifications. It was developed with many big real estate companies. 

Lin chaofeng didn’t participate much in the entire development process. 



Also, the victim of the Huayun mountain murder case was a senior designer in the Huayun mountain 

Science Park. Zhao Yu carefully analyzed his interpersonal relationships and found that this person and 

Lin chaofeng had nothing to say about each other. 

Therefore, he could basically rule out the possibility that the hanging coffins case was related to the 

Huayun mountain massacre case. 

Of course, this was just a basic rule out. To completely rule it out, he still needed to ask the most 

important person, ran ran, Lin chaofeng. 

According to Miao Ying’s report, Lin chaofeng had finished her operation and was in the process of 

waking up and recovering. As long as she was in the right state, Miao Ying would question her. 

So, Zhao Yu still needed to get this information before he could be sure. 

Tsk tsk … 

Looking at the information on the whiteboard, Zhao Yu felt that if the Huayun mountain case could be 

ruled out, what other possibilities were there for this case? 

Who could be the person who deliberately hired Bai Lang to kill Lin chaofeng? 

Looking at the overall situation, there were people who wanted to kill Lin chaofeng. Her brother, Lin 

chengye, could be considered one of them. 

However, Lin chengye had clearly been used and schemed against by Bai Lang, so how could it be him? 

If he had wanted to kill Lin chaofeng by extreme means, why would he waste so much energy on the 

hanging coffins? 

Moreover … 

Just as Zhao Yu was seriously thinking about this, his mobile phone suddenly rang. 

Seeing that the call was from Fang Kaiyu, Zhao Yu quickly picked it up. 

“Team leader Zhao, we found them, both of them! Isn’t it a coincidence?” Fang Kaiyu’s excited voice 

came through the phone.”The two were found almost at the same time?” 

“Ah? What two? Two what?” Zhao Yu was a little confused. 

“Oh … We found the van. It’s at the place Bai Lang mentioned. It didn’t take much effort to find it. We’re 

using a crane to lift it out!” Fang Kaiyu said. 

“Oh … Then hurry up and inform Gao Facai and the others!” Zhao Yu ordered,”ask them to check the car 

and see if there are any signs of an impact!” 

“Hmm … I don’t think there’s a need for that!” Fang Kaiyu suddenly said. 

“Eh? What do you mean by that?” Zhao Yu asked. 



“Because, when we found the car, we received a letter from the criminal Police!” Fang Kaiyu said 

excitedly,”when they were investigating the suspected vehicles, they found that a Qi ya car had just 

changed its windshield and sprayed paint on its front bumper! 

“They found the car owner and wanted to ask him! Unexpectedly, the owner of the car admitted to his 

crime without saying anything! 

“He personally admitted that he did bump into someone that night! However, he was so scared that he 

ran away!” 

“Ah? Is it really not Bai Lang’s doing?” Zhao Yu was shocked and said in disbelief,”this … This is too much 

of a coincidence, right? Would he really pick up a dead body that was killed by someone?” 

“Well … The driver was called Quan Jiasheng, an employee of Xianglin farm in Beigang,” Fang Kaiyu 

said.”However, after he was caught, he claimed that the person who was hit seemed to have committed 

suicide. He rushed out very suddenly, and he couldn’t have avoided it at all! 

“He borrowed his car, so he didn’t have insurance or a dashcam. He was worried that he would have to 

pay a huge sum of money if he hit someone, so he ran away!” 

“Suicide?” Zhao Yu frowned and felt that something was wrong. 

“That’s hard to say …” Fang Kaiyu said.”There are no surveillance cameras at the scene of the accident. 

There was no recording device in the car, and the person involved had been killed. It was a quiet night, 

and it was not easy to find witnesses. More importantly, it has been more than half a month since the 

incident, and there was a heavy rain during this period. If we were to collect evidence, I’m afraid …” 

“I see,” Zhao Yu nodded and said seriously,”although there’s not much hope, we still have to follow the 

procedure. When the time comes, take the driver to the scene!” Get forensic doctor Gao to send a few 

experts over!” 

“I understand! I’ll do it now!” Fang Kaiyu agreed solemnly and hung up the phone. 

Tsk tsk … 

Zhao Yu pouted again. He never thought that what Bai Lang said was true! The person who had killed 

Geng yaai was actually someone else! 

In this case, things were a little intriguing. 

Bai Lang had not killed Geng yaai. If he still refused to admit that he had killed Lin chaofeng, would he 

still have a chance to return to life? 

Chapter 1230: Gene and punishment 

An hour later, in the Special Investigation Group office of the fu Lai police station. 

“Team leader,” the person on the phone with Zhao Yu was Wu Xiumin, who was far away at the Wuqing 

police station,”I just watched the video that Captain Fang sent!” 



“According to the nearest camera at the scene of the incident, the car involved in the accident passed 

through the intersection ahead, and the van driven by Bai Lang passed through the intersection ten 

minutes later. 

“In other words, what Bai Lang said shouldn’t be a lie!” Wu Xiumin said,”he should have nothing to do 

with Geng yaai’s accident …” 

“Oh …” Zhao Yu nodded silently. 

When he first got the news, Zhao Yu always felt that there was something wrong with Bai Lang. He even 

suspected that Bai Lang had hit Geng yaai first, then deliberately pushed Geng yaai into someone else’s 

car. 

But now it seemed that it was impossible for Bai Lang to do it in terms of time. 

“Team leader, I have asked Geng yaai’s mother in detail,” Wu Xiumin continued.”Because of her lack of 

discipline, Geng yaai has always been a problem girl. She often hung out with some bad young men, 

playing truant and skipping class. She has many bad habits, and she has even been sent to the youth 

detention center for fighting and causing trouble. 

“After that, because of an abortion incident, her mental state was not very stable and she had many 

suicidal tendencies. 

“So,” Wu Xiumin paused, then said,”the driver’s words are not entirely unbelievable.” 

“Geng yaai had a big fight with her mother that day and ran away from home in the middle of the night. 

She was wearing pajamas and slippers. In such an environment, it was easy to have suicidal thoughts.” 

“Oh …” Zhao Yu thought seriously and nodded. 

“Captain Fang and the others have already gone to investigate the situation of the driver that night,” Wu 

Xiumin said.”The Qi ya he drove was indeed an illegal car, and he did borrow it.” 

“In addition, the technical team also did a preliminary examination of Bai Lang’s van, and they did not 

find any signs of a collision.” Wu Xiumin said with a complicated mood,”this Bai Lang is really something. 

He even dared to touch a dead body that was hit by someone else! Is it really for the 5 million?” 

“Mm …” Zhao Yu thought for a moment, then said,”Wu Xiumin, help me do one more thing. I need you 

to investigate President pang Zhihui, who found the female corpse in the hanging coffin!” 

“Oh?” Wu Xiumin was surprised.”Why? do you suspect that there’s a problem with that person?” 

“I don’t know …” Zhao Yu said frankly.”But, I always feel that the discovery of the female corpses in the 

hanging coffins is a little strange!” Why was it that the body was suddenly discovered when it was the 

seventh coffin? And the seventh female body was different from the other six?” 

“Alright, I’ll look into him!” Wu Xiumin agreed, then asked,”by the way, did Gao Facai reply to you?” The 

suspicious DNA found on female corpse number seven did not have any similar information?” 

“Mm, I’ve received the news,” Zhao Yu said.”But I don’t quite understand what he was talking about 

about, like the genetic sequence and family characteristics!” 



“Here’s the thing,” Wu Xiumin explained in a hurry,”Gao Facai compared the suspect’s DNA with female 

corpse number Seven’s DNA and found that a large part of the two sets of DNA matched, which means 

that the suspect and female corpse number seven should have a similar blood relationship!” 

“Oh? Are they relatives?” Zhao Yu was surprised. 

“As the saying goes, at least five!” Wu Xiumin explained,”this time, Gao Facai brought several genetic 

experts with him. They have a new genetic analysis technology. It might be able to help us find out the 

identity of the deceased and even the murderer!” 

“Oh? It’s so advanced?” This was Zhao Yu’s first time hearing this. 

Wu Xiumin explained,”human genes are very different, and they are also divided into regional and 

familial genes. This time, they will work with the local genetic experts in Wuqing mountain to find a 

family that matches the target’s DNA sequence.” 

“If the victim and the murderer are both locals of Wuqing mountain, we should be able to narrow down 

the target to a very small area. In that case, it will be much easier for our investigation!” 

“Oh … That’s good!” Zhao Yu nodded.”If that’s the case, I can put aside the matter of female corpse 

number seven for now! What we need to do now is to solve the hanging coffins case first!” 

“Then …” Wu Xiumin asked,”is there any new progress in the hanging coffins case?” Did you find any 

suspicious targets? Do you want me to go to Xia kou and help team leader Miao interrogate Bai Lang?” 

“Not for now,” Zhao Yu said.”I’m already preparing to bring all the people involved in the case back to 

the Wuqing police station for trial! If I still can’t handle Bai Lang by then, it won’t be too late for you to 

take action!” 

“Oh …” Wu Xiumin was very smart. She immediately understood what Zhao Yu meant and asked,”so, 

team leader, you already have an idea?” 

“Amazing, amazing!” Zhao Yu smiled.”You saw through me! That’s right, I do have an idea now, but it’s 

still not mature and is still lacking in many things. I’ll tell you when I’m done with it!” 

“Alright!” Wu Xiumin agreed and hung up the phone. 

As soon as he hung up the phone, the office door was pushed open, and Zeng ke entered with a middle-

aged man in a white shirt. 

“Team leader, I’ve found the person you’re looking for!” Zeng ke quickly introduced him to Zhao 

Yu.”This is prosecutor Mao Xianghua from the Fulai city Procuratorate.” 

“Oh, hello, hello!” Zhao Yu quickly extended his hands. 

“Aiyo, great detective Zhao, I’ve heard so much about you, I’ve heard so much!” The person hurriedly 

shook hands with Zhao Yu warmly and kept praising him. 

“Zeng ke has already explained the purpose of my invitation to you, right?” Zhao Yu said,”because we’re 

not very professional in sentencing, we would like to ask you to be our consultant …” 



“I understand, I understand. I’ve finished reading the information, hehe …” Prosecutor Mao Xianghua 

quickly took out a stack of information, then said to Zhao Yu,”Bai Lang’s situation is indeed a bit special. I 

can only combine some of the past cases and make a general estimate, but I can’t represent absolute 

authority. 

“You know, many things in court can’t be foreseen!” 

“I understand, I understand!” Zhao Yu pointed to the sofa, and after the two sat down opposite each 

other, he asked,”so, can you roughly estimate what Bai Lang has done? once the court session goes to 

court, what kind of punishment will he get?” 

“Okay,” Mao Xianghua spread out the documents and said seriously,”we’ll say it one by one.” 

“First of all, Bai Lang has admitted to his involvement in Lin chengye’s fraud, which involves fraud, theft, 

and the organization of superstitious activities. 

“Logically speaking, due to the huge amount of money and the fact that Bai Lang was the main criminal, 

he could be sentenced to more than ten years or even life in prison for fraud alone. 

“But, in view of the probation regulations, if they can return all the assets of the fraud, they can apply 

for probation. 

“In addition, regarding the fraud itself, the defense lawyer also has a lot to write about. If they 

deliberately linked the nature of the case to organizing superstitious activities and using superstitious 

activities to cheat others of their property, the sentencing standards would be lighter. 

“Well …” He turned to another page of the document and continued,”next, let’s look at the illegal 

handling of the body. Regarding the defendant’s behavior at the crematorium, it has touched on the 

crime of stealing and humiliating the body. 

“However, although the circumstances are relatively bad, according to the sentencing standard, as long 

as the defendant can pay a fine, the maximum sentence is three years of imprisonment. 

“Looking at his drunk-driving case, the nature of the case is even more complicated. 

“If it’s murder, then the worst sentence is life imprisonment. However, if it was a traffic accident, the 

sentence would not be too heavy. 

“It still depends on whether the victim is dead, the severity of his injuries, his pleading guilty attitude, 

compensation, and so on. 

“The most special thing about the case is that there’s a certain amount of interest between the 

defendant and the person who was hit. This kind of relationship can be big or small, and it completely 

depends on the lawyer’s game in court! 

“In addition, we can also charge him with one more crime for endangering public safety, but even if he is 

sentenced for several crimes,” prosecutor Mao said solemnly,”I personally think that the probability of 

him being sentenced to death or life in prison is very small!” 

“Oh …” Zhao Yu nodded meaningfully. Prosecutor Mao’s words were similar to his previous prediction … 



 


